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Jinja Emi

Jinja Emi is a player character created by Rizzo and adopted by Ametheliana. The character is currently
used as an NPC.
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Jinja Emi
Species & Gender: NH-33S (Stealth)

Date of Birth: YE 27
Organization: Star Army Intelligence
Occupation: Base Commander

Rank: Chujo
Current Placement: SAINT base on Vicky

Physical Description

Jinja Emi walks with an ease of pace and step at a height of 5'5“ and has strikingly thin legs, waist, and
arms. Her hips bow out either way and pull the fabric of her usual Star Army Skirt, Type 35, which is
completed by the rest of the black-paneled Type 35 uniform ensemble. Emi's pale, pasty, chalk-white
skin is accented by strikingly bright, crimson genetic tattoos that begin mid cheek and push down,
towards the area between the jaw and ear, where the red genetic tattoo ends. She has two tone eyes,
the top of which are purple and the bottoms, red like her tattoos and are almond shaped. She has thick
brows that are centered more near her nose than outwards on her forehead. She keeps her short and
curly matte black hair in a specific style most times, unless at home, in which case it is usually drying or
wet from one of her many showers, an almost habitual occurrence. She is well endowed in the chest.

Personality

Jinja Emi tends to speak quietly and with a certain absence of emotion. She is often viewed as cold and
distant, which is an accurate appraisal. Her wrath tends to be carried out quickly and physically, often
striking disrespectful subordinates instead of bureaucratically processing them. Her harsh personality
inspires unease and even fear as she tends to make appearances when operations fall behind schedule
or do not achieve adequate results.

History

On paper, Jinja Emi was born in YE 27 in the city of Kyoto, Yamatai. In reality there is no real information
available. The sheer amount of falsified data about Emi pales in comparison to the number of aliases she
maintains. The reality is that Jinja Emi was purpose built to become a SAINT operative and excelled to the
point of serving directly under the organizations director, Nakaide Shida. Despite the desk bound nature
of the job, Emi refuses to abandon the field preferring to process vast amounts of data in the back of her
mind. An aging Nozomi-class Scout is assigned to her command for travel as she prefers to personally
meet with operatives when possible to see the operations of the organization with her own eyes.

In YE 40, Emi was made the Deputy Director of SAINT responsible for its day-to-day operations. She was
assigned to be commander of the SAINT Installation on Vicky in YE 41, a posting traditionally held by the
Deputy Director.
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Skills Learned

Jinja Emi has the following notable skills:

Star Army Common Skills
Rogue: Emi is an experienced and talented clandestine operative more than capable of generating
seamless counterfeit identification and can manipulate situations on a political level. She has a
talent for changing her appearance and personality for undercover assignments.
Leadership: Emi has a knack for keeping her crews in line and prepared for the worst scenarios.
She can form detailed plans of action and coordinate intricate operations with military assets. Her
methods do not always involve civility her results speak for themselves as her operations are
generally carried out with precision and speed.

Social Connections

Jinja Emi name is connected to:

Nakaide Shida (Superior)
Candon Howard Suites (Troublemaker)

Inventory & Finance

Jinja Emi has the Star Army Standard Issue Items.

Jinja Emi currently has 3000 KS.

Current Loadout

Mindy 4
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Unit Ke-M2-4 Series "Mindy" Armor SAINT Black
Left Center Right

Shoulder Dorsal Shoulder
Shoulder Capacitor Nodal Support Bit Launcher Shoulder Capacitor

Waist Handheld Waist
Gatling Rifle support arm suppressed bullpup Aether Gatling Rifle Gatling Rifle support arm

Left Leg Wings/Tail Right Leg
Leg Capacitor Yes/No Leg Capacitor

OOC Information

In the case Rizzo becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Jinja Emi
Character Owner Rizzo
Character Status NPC In Use By GM or FM
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Chujo
SAOY Occupation Star Army Command Staff
SAOY Assignment Vicky
Orders Orders
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